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Various Aircraft
In this panel we will take a close look at historical planes and
those that are currently in use.
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Airbus A380
The Airbus A380 is the world's first double-deck jet plane. It
was developed by Airbus (consortium of European aerospace
companies/Head office in France). At the time of completion, it
was the largest passenger airliner in the world as a civilian
aircraft, overtaking the Boeing 747.
To add a plane as big as the Boeing 747 to its lineup had been
a dream of Airbus since its foundation. Compared to previous
planes, it didn't add much special technology. The design was
conventional except that it increased hydraulic pressure and
downsized parts, and used composite material, even in main
structure.
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Reference specs/A380-800 type

Capacity : 525 people per three passenger class and
853 two crew/mono-class people
Tamotsu Takeshi : 73.00m
The total height : 24.10m
The width (wingspread) : 79.80m
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 560,000kg
Four Engine : Trent 970 made by Rolls-Royce company ×4
Or, turbofan made by the engine alliance company GP7270 engine ×4.
Cruising speed : Mach 0.85(The maximal rate is Mach 0.89).
Cruising range : 15,200km

Airbus A300-600ST
Super Transporter, Berluga
The Beluga is a version of the standard A300-600 wide-body
plane modified to carry aircraft parts and over-sized cargo to
assembly plants in Toulouse, France and Hamburg, Germany.
Beluga means 'white whale.'
In order to carry large aircraft parts, Beluga has a large 7.7m
diameter cargo space. To provide access to the cargo area
from the front, the cockpit was moved below the cargo door.
With its enormous body, it has a very unique appearance. 5
Beluga were produced, all of which are in the service of the
associated corporation, SATIC(Special Aircraft Transport
International Company）. Recently, it transports not only parts
for its own company but also other over-sized cargo.
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Reference specification

Capacity:
The total length : 56.16m
The total height : 17.34m
The width : 44.84m
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 155,000kg
Engine : Turbofan made by GE company CF6-80C2A8 engine ×2
Maximum payload : 45,500kg
Floor space of cargo compartment : About 100m2
Capacity of cargo compartment : About 14,000m3

Boeing 747
Boeing 747 is a large plane manufactured by The Boeing Company. It's nickname is '
Jumbo Jet.'
It is ..epoch making.. airframe that achieves mass transportation by the aircraft, and
enables "Unattainable object" it for the populace at large till then Airlines travel
(especially, travel abroad). As for the private traveler transportation in the development
this time and future, shifting to the supersonic transport became externals with the
feature as a result of installing the control compartment on the second floor to divert it to
the cargo plane with the freight door in the nose in the age of the supersonic speed by a
general view. 747 series of a conventional type ..1991.. ..all type.. matched, ended
production by 724 planes, and shifted production to 747-400 of the derived type. The
photograph above is image CG image new 747-8 to which the introduction is planned in
Germany and South Korea as for the photograph the one that the airframe of JAL was
used in disposal NASA below after 2010.

■Reference specs In 747-100 types /
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( ) it is numeric of 747-8 latest types.

Capacity : Three crew (two people) 366 people per three passenger class
and 452 people per two class (467 people per three class)
The total length : 70.6m (76.4m)
total height : 19.3m (19.5m)
The width (aerofoil tip) : 59.6m (68.5m)
maximum takeoff gross weight : 333,400kg (440,000kg)
Engine : Type made by Platt and Whitney (P&W) company JT9D ×4
(GE Co. GEnx-2B67 type ×4)
Cruising speed : Mach 0.84 (passenger plane Mach 0.855/cargo plane Mach 0.845)
Cruising range : 9,800km (8,275km of cargo plane 14,815km/cargo plane)

Concorde
Concorde

The Concorde is a Supersonic Transport (SST), it
was jointly developed by Britain and France.
It was the only civil supersonic airliner that could
fly twice as high as a normal airliner (55,000 〜
60,000feet) at Mach 20.
Though it was believed that airliners were going
to eventually fly at supersonic speeds, rising fuel
costs and environmental pollution problesm
became an issue. These issues ended production
after the creation of 2 prototype planes, 2 semi
mass production type planes, and 16 mass
production type planes.
British Airways and Air France continued its flight
until 2000, when an Air France Concorde plane
crashed. After temporary suspending service, it
retired altogether in 2003, because of the
decreasing number of passengers due to
coordinated terrorists attacks using planes.

■Reference specs
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Capacity : Two crew/100 passengers
The total length : 61.66m
The total height : 12.19m
The width (aerofoil tip) : 25.55m
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 186,070kg
Engine : Rolls-Royce Co. & Shakyo this development
Olympus 593 Propjet ×4 with Mk610 afterburner
Cruising speed : Mach 2.04
Cruising range : 7,229km

SE 210 Caravelle
SE 210 Caravelle was the first short/medium-range jet airliner
in the West, produced by the French Sud-Est firm. The name is
taken from a sailing ship, 'caravel.' Most types of Caravelle are
produced by Sud Aviation firm since its establishment in 1957.
Most designs mounted the engines under the wing, but the
Carabelle's engiens were mounted in the rear. This turned out
to be a benefit to the design, as the cabin noise was greatly
reduced as well as enabling a lower ground clearance of the
fuselage, and utilize the full width of the main wing to place
control units and flaps.
The Caravelle established the aft-mounted-engine, clean-wing
design that has since been used on a wide variety of
subsequent aircraft. Also, by adopting reasonable production
method to allot producing parts (body, engine, and other
equipment) in each country, it made a profit for the first time
as an airline business. After the first service in 1958, it was used
in many countries in the world, including the USA, and
became a long, in-demand plane, some of which were used
until the 21st century.
■Reference specs/Caravelle 12 type
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Capacity : Four crew/140 passengers
The total length : 36.23m
The total height : 9.02m
The width (aerofoil tip) : 34.29m
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 58,000kg
Two Engine : Type made by Platt and Whitney (P&W) company
JT8D-9 turbofan engine (Thrust: 6,577Kg) ×2
Cruising speed : 825 km/h
Cruising range : 4,040km

YS-11
The first Japan made twin engine turboprop airliner after the war, when all
airflight businesses were banned.
To replace the aging Douglas DC-3, the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry became a leading member, in the movement to produce domestic
planes. The Transport design and research association was founded in 1957. It
summoned famous designers, who used to be in charge of manufacturing
actual planes with domestic airline makers during and before the war, and the
basic design started.
The name 'YS-11' derives from Japanese words, YS for 'transport' and 'plan'
(Yusō, Sekkei), 11 comes from 'engine plan No.'1 and an 'airframe design No.1.'
In 1959, The Japan Aircraft Manufacturing Corporation was established and a
full scale design began. On August 30, 1962, just 14 months after starting, the
first test plane succeeded in its first flight. Since then, the YS-11 was used by
airlines both in Japan and abroad including Japan's Self-Defense Forces. They
had built and sold a total of 182 aircraft, (test plane included) and halted the
production line in 1972. In 2006, the Kagoshima -Okinoerabu route marked the
final flight for a YS-11 in Japan's commercial aviation industr. After the long
blank period in Japanese air aviation after the war, the strong wish of the
people who made the YS, 'to fly domestic airliners in Japanese skies' was
handed down to a passenger jet aircraft the 'MRJ.'
■Reference specs

Capacity : Two crew/person of capacity 56-64
The total length : 26.30m
The total height : 8.98m
The width (aerofoil tip) : 32.00m
Engine ×2 Maximum takeoff gross weight : 23,500kg (A-100 type)
24,500kg of/(A-200 type) 25,000kg of/(A-500 type)
engine : ten dart made by Rolls-Royce company turboprops
Cruising speed : 470?480 km/h
Cruising range : 2,200km (maximum)

De Havilland DH.106 Comet
The de Havilland Comet was the world's first commercial jet
airliner manufactured by de Havilland (Britain)
'Comet' is named after 'The de Havilland DH.88 Comet.'
After put into service on regular flights, the initial Comet series
suffered from catastrophic metal fatigue from repeated
pressurizations, causing two well-publicized accidents
(disintegration in the air). To defend national prestige, the
British government thoroughly investigated the accidents, and
as a result, the 'Fail-Safe design idea' (when failure occurs
from human error or malfunction, 'Fail-Safe' responds in a way
that will cause no harm) was born, and has been playing an
important role in the improvement of aircraft safety.

■Reference specs/comet Mk.I type ( ) is a numerical value of comet Mk.IV-4 type.
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Capacity : Four crew/36 passengers
The total length : 28.61m(33.98m)
The total height : 8.70m(8.99m)
The width (aerofoil tip) : 34.98m(←)
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 47,620kg(73,480kg)
Engine : Ghost 50 made by [de] Haviland company Mk1 22.2kN Schub
(Avon 524 made by Rolls-Royce company 46.7kN Schub)
Cruising speed : 725 km/h (805 km/h)
Cruising range : 2,415km(5,190km)

Lockheed Constellation
The Lockheed Constellation was a large size propeller-driven
airliner equipped with a pressurized structure, built by
Lockheed (USA).
Known as "Connie", it is a rapid transit equipped with 4
cylinder engine. It is also known as the last fuselage plane with
a reciprocating engine that remains in the history of airliners.
Its beautiful slender curved body and a triple-vertical tail
shows the high efficiency. Though there was a short break
during WW2, after the war, it took up its old position as a
civilian airliner, and with rival planes such as Douglas DC-3 and
DC-4, went into long distance international flights, ushering in
the era of air travel versus ships and rail.
With help from Howard Hughes, a large stockholder of Trans
World Airlines, and also known as a multimillionaire, the plane
was built to fly across the American Continent nonstop.
In order to fly 3,000m higher than the other planes at a
cruising speed of 180km/h, the aircraft had a pressurized
cabin, and a high powered engine and smaller wings, allowing
a stronger lift.
■Reference specs/L-749 type constellation

Capacity : Four crew/person of passenger 44-81
The total length : 29.00m
The total height : 7.21m
The width (aerofoil tip) : 37.49m
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 48,534kg Made by
Curtis light company R-3350-C-18 ×4
Cruising speed : 526 km/h
Cruising range : 2,830km

Douglas DC-3
The Douglas DC-3 is an twin-engined propeller-driven aircraft
and transport developed by ''Douglas Aircraft Company.''
(present Boeing/USA)
It has a rare body that is well balanced in flying ability,
transportation capacity and economy. It is an immortal
masterpiece that became a driving force of the history of
world's aviation in the 1930s and 1940s.
It is said to be the actual world's first full-sized business
airliner, and because of its influence, the DC-3 is one of the
most important planes in civil aviation history along with the
Boeing 707 and 747.。
More than 10,000 planes were produced by 1945, which is a
record for twin-engined planes. Though most of them were
originally made as United Nations military transport C-47, they
were converted after WW2 into civil transport planes, the
Douglas DC-3. The DC-3 was manufactured under license in
Japan and in the Soviet Union, and some of them are still
flying as transport planes and for tourism.

■Reference specs

Capacity : 21 people per three passenger attendance and 2 crew
/those who are four attendance 28-32
The total length : 19.66m
The total height : 5.16m
The width (aerofoil tip) : 28.96m
Maximum takeoff gross weight : 12,700kg
Engine : 14 twin White Anglo-Saxon Protestant made
by Platt and Whitney (P&W) company cylinders ×2
Or, nine light cyclonic cylinder stelliform air cooling ×2.
Cruising speed : 266 km/h (The maximal rate is 346 km/h).

